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Today's animation is much more than kids' stuff. Increasingly complex subject matter has

produced a corresponding increase in artistic interest, and forms once specific to certain

cultures have crossed borders to enjoy international popularity. Japanese animation has been

particularly successful in the United States, and among the most celebrated Japanese

animation artists is director Mamoru Oshii.This book is an analytical survey of Oshii's cinematic

works from the early years of his career through his 21st-century productions, including

Beautiful Dreamer and the acclaimed Ghost in the Shell. The author examines these and other

Oshii productions in relation to the Carnivalesque movement, technopolitics and the director's

post-robotic vision. Oshii's films are particularly significant in their defiance of the premises of

Western animation and their presentation of a highly personal commentary on both individual

and collective identities in the 20th and 21st centuries. Special emphasis is placed on Oshii's

revolutionary film techniques, including the stylistically and thematically diverse features of

productions ranging from animation to live action to Original Video Animation (OVA), a format

Oshii invented. A complete filmography is included.
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TermsPrefaceThe rapidly expanding appreciation of Mamoru Oshii’s caliber as one of the most

intriguing personalities in contemporary cinematography invites sustained critical reflection

upon his multifaceted career as a director, script writer, concept ideator and producer. This

monographic study is intended as an introduction to Oshii’s work for those who have not yet

had opportunity to fathom the artist’s graphic and conceptual universe, as well as an in-depth

evaluation of Oshii’s career, techniques and distinctive tropes for those who are already

partially familiar with that world and wish to enrich their experience thereof.Oshii has taken the

animated medium to stylistic and intellectual reaches of arguably unprecedented complexity,

while concurrently experimenting with live-action cinema in a highly imaginative fashion,

thereby punctiliously exploring both the formal specificity of each and creative options for their

mutual cross-pollination. Resolutely eschewing facile reductions of animation to the

underprivileged category of child-oriented entertainment, Oshii has persistently maximized

animé’s proclivity to engage in the treatment of serious philosophical and ideological issues,

and hence yield thought-provoking insights into realms of experience once deemed the

uncontested province of live-action filmmaking. Simultaneously, he has endeavored to probe

the animational potentialities of the live-action form itself, by bringing some of the acting and

staging styles of animé to bear upon flesh-and-bone performers and their

environments.Throughout Oshii’s oeuvre, one senses an unflinching determination to avoid

consolatory resolutions. No ending, however promising it may seem, is ever devoid of a

tantalizing element of open-endedness. Among the themes most assiduously revisited by

Oshii’s cinema are the nebulousness of the boundary between empirical reality and the oneiric

domain; the condition of atomized solitude endured by virtually all living creatures—but most



pointedly by humans—regardless of their membership in communities and professional teams;

the rampant incidence of economic exploitation and political abuse in contemporary and

futuristic societies; and the erosion of identity and, ultimately, even humanness resulting from

incrementally invasive technologies of cybernetic and biochemical derivation.These themes

are customarily articulated by recourse to a deft alternation of high-speed action sequences;

dialogical or monological segments in which motion is minimalistically curtailed and verbal

meditation is accorded priority instead; and methodically paced, wordless passages, normally

accompanied by haunting melodies, which provide memorable picture galleries and pauses for

reflection. Cinematographically speaking, this characteristically Oshiian mix tends to rely on the

systematic employment of montages, long takes, sequence shots, scrolling pans, distorted

perspectives, exaggeratedly low and high camera angles, and a dexterous manipulation of the

interplay of light and shadow, reflections, refractions, and color gradations. Equally recursive

are numerous images drawn from the natural world, used as metonymic correlatives for

metaphysical notions and preoccupations. Above all, Oshii’s cinematography is marked by an

adamant avoidance of theatricality as an end in itself, as a result of which the most enduring

memories from his productions come to be associated with studiously simple and elegantly

unobtrusive details and gentle chromatic variations, aural modulations, gestural clues and

allusive textures rather than the clamor and pomp of operatic set pieces.Oshii’s films draw on a

variety of inspirational sources supplied by Eastern and Western traditions, as well as diverse

historical eras, ranging from Shinto mythology to cyberpunk, from indigenous animistic beliefs

and rituals to global expressions of advanced technocratic regimes. At the same time, the

director’s creative trajectory evinces unusual versatility in the handling and personal re-

elaboration of a range of generic codes and conventions. This renders the survey of Oshii’s

cinematic output over the past two decades a uniquely captivating journey across the realms of

comedy, romance, visionary science fiction, dystopian speculation, action adventure, the epic

saga and the detective tale. Along the way, these disparate discourses—which verge on

irreverent slapstick humor, at one end of the spectrum, and on the murky depths of

existentialist or absurdist drama, at the other—felicitously partake in processes of reciprocal

redefinition, thereby mapping and remapping themselves onto one another to the point that

their initial diversity metamorphoses into reciprocally enhancing complementarity.Part One,

“Oshii’s Cinema: An Analytical Survey,” provides a panoramic assessment of Oshii’s corpus in

the context of the medium of animé and of its cultural significance, outlining the principal

stages of the filmmaker’s career and focusing on the most characteristic traits of his signature

at the levels of imagery, thematic concerns, animation techniques and approach to

cinematography. In Chapter 1, “Background: Developments in Animé,” key moments in the

history of Japanese animation and in the cognate medium of manga (comic books or graphic

novels) are examined to help the reader situate Oshii’s opus within the broader perspective of

indigenous graphic traditions. The topic of animé’s impact on Western audiences is also

inspected. Chapter 2, “Oshii’s Creative Trajectory,” traces Oshii’s evolution from his budding

interest in filmmaking, fueled by the veritably avid consumption of disparate movies of Eastern

and Western—and especially European—derivation, through his early forays into animation in

numerous capacities, to his progressive assertion of a highly personal style and attendant

expeditions into increasingly complex ideological issues.In Chapter 3, “Themes, Imagery and

Symbolism,” the discussion concentrates on recurring narrative and iconographic aspects of

Oshii’s work that range from his innovative employment of diverse mythological frames of

reference at the diegetic macrolevel, to his consistent use of treasured visual tropes at the

pictorial microlevel. Chapter 4, “Cinematography and Animation Techniques,” evaluates in



detail, and with illustrative reference to appropriate productions, Oshii’s adoption of particular

camera moves and choreographing techniques in the construction of his typical conception of

mise-en-scène. The specifically animational strategies brought to bear on the formulation of his

characters’ personalities and of his settings’ unique moods are concurrently discussed.Part

Two, “Oshii and the Carnivalesque,” examines Oshii’s allegorical engagement with the carnival

as a philosophical and visual phenomenon affording almost limitless opportunities for the

constellation of radically destabilized worlds, by recourse to the exuberantly ludic and the

disturbingly surreal in turns. Chapter 5, “Concepts of the Carnival,” offers an assessment of

cultural and philosophical theorizations of that phenomenon, addressing both its definition as

the traditional locus of temporary disruptions of order intended to provide salutary release

mechanisms, and its recent adaptation to the socioeconomic imperatives of the adventure (or

experiential) society. Chapter 6, “Urusei Yatsura: The TV Series,” Chapter 7, “Urusei Yatsura

Movie 1: Only You,” Chapter 8, “Urusei Yatsura Movie 2: Beautiful Dreamer,” explore Oshii’s

contributions to the sensationally popular animé universe of Urusei Yatsura (1983–84) as

paradigmatic illustrations of the carnivalesque at its most flamboyant. Chapter 9, “Urusei

Yatsura Movie 4: Lum the Forever,” focuses on a post–Oshii production (directed by Kazuo

Yamazaki in 1986) within the same animational domain as a means of assessing the ongoing

legacy of Oshii’s distinctive take on the carnivalesque. Chapter 10, “Angel’s Egg,” and Chapter

11, “Twilight Q2: Labyrinth Objects File 538,” offer appraisals of those two productions

(executed in 1985 and 1987) as instances of Oshii’s flair for transmuting bizarre playfulness

into Kafkaesque disreality.Part Three, “Oshii’s Technopolitics,” tackles Oshii’s treatment of

grave political and historical dilemmas through the lenses of committed science fiction,

concentrating on his highly original appropriation and reinvention of the mecha (giant robot)

subgenre of animé and on his articulation of the complex interactions governing individual and

collective patterns of conduct. Chapter 12, “Visions of Power in Live-Action and Animé,”

supplies a panoramic survey of Oshii’s distinctive approach to those questions. At the same

time, it also considers the director’s sustained efforts to articulate a rich dialogue between live-

action cinema and animé by recourse to a range of stylistic codes and a markedly personal

interpretation of notions of stylization, exaggeration and minimalism.Chapter 13, “Dallos,”

examines Oshii’s engagement with the aforementioned issues in the original video animation

(OVA) of that name (1983–84). Chapter 14, “Mobile Police Patlabor, OVA 1,” Chapter 15,

“Mobile Police Patlabor, TV Series and OVA 2,” Chapter 16, “Patlabor 1: The Mobile Police,”

and Chapter 17: “Patlabor 2: The Movie,” explore Oshii’s incrementally sophisticated treatment

of analogous themes in the context of his involvement in the Patlabor franchise between 1988

and 1993. Related productions that have been more or less overtly influenced by Oshii’s take

on the Patlabor universe and its spin-offs are then considered in Chapter 18, “Patlabor WXIII:

Movie 3,” a study of the feature film of that name directed by Fumihiko Takayama in 2002, and

in Chapter 19, “Minipato,” which looks at a collection of animated shorts directed by Kenji

Kamiyama in 2001.The discussion then concentrates on Oshii’s subsequent elaboration of one

of the axial issues first articulated in the Patlabor movie: that is to say, the unresolved tension

between the zealous protection of justice on the part of the guardians of law and order and the

descent into brutality to which this may lead if taken too far. This crucial aspect of Oshii’s

oeuvre is probed with reference to his live-action “Kerberos” trilogy (1987, 1991, 1992) in

Chapter 20, “The Red Spectacles, Stray Dog and Talking Head,” and further pursued in

Chapter 21, “Killers: .50 Woman,” an examination of a live-action short produced in 2002 and

included in an omnibus project. Chapter 22, “Jin-Roh: The Wolf Brigade,” focuses on the one—

and arguably most impressive—“Kerberos” feature executed through the medium of animation,



directed by Hiroyuki Okiura in 1998, for which Oshii penned the screenplay.Part Four,

“Humanity/Virtuality: Oshii’s Post-Robotic Vision,” addresses Oshii’s treatment of his most

inveterate concerns—what makes us human? what does it mean to live as a human?—with

reference to a range of features varyingly influenced by developments in cybertechnology and,

relatedly, by cyberpunk aesthetics. In tackling those intertwined questions, the director

simultaneously throws into relief the inextricability of the organic from the artificial, with a focus

on the infiltration of either the sensorium or the physical organism in its entirety by virtual-

reality equipment and biotechnological extensions. Chapter 23, “Approaches to Cybersociety,”

proposes that the films included in this part are primarily distinguished by an adventurous

amalgamation of traditional and innovative animation techniques, and that this fusion of the

ancient and the modern is thematically paralleled by their consistent return to time-honored

myths even as they focus on the fate of identity and humanity in advanced technological

milieus. Hence, cybersociety is posited as an eminently hybrid cultural formation that cogently

encapsulates the intractably composite nature of contemporary subjectivities at large.Chapter

24, “Blood: The Last Vampire,” Chapter 25, “Avalon,” Chapter 26, “Ghost in the Shell,” and

Chapter 27, “Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence,” varyingly document the above proposition,

arguing that it is in the productions studied in this part (and released in 2000, 2001, 1995 and

2004) that Oshii’s cinema reaches something of an apotheosis as a symphonic ensemble of

technical adventurousness, pictorial opulence, and a profound commitment to defending the

right to ethical and emotional integrity on behalf of all creatures. Chapter 28, “Ghost in the

Shell: Stand Alone Complex,” examines related aspects of the Ghost in the Shell world with a

focus on the television series of that title directed by Kenji Kamiyama in 2003 and 2004.

Chapter 29, “Post-Innocence Developments,” finally, provides a survey of projects in which

Oshii has been engaged in the aftermath of his completion of the second Ghost in the Shell

feature—particularly, his design of a pavilion for the Japan Expo 2005 devoted to “Nature’s

Wisdom,” and his direction of the live-action feature Tachigui—The Amazing Lives of the Fast

Food Grifters (2006), based on his novel of the same title.The textual discussion is

complemented by stills from three productions that could be deemed representative of as

many key stages in Oshii’s career:• Patlabor 1: The Mobile Police, the film which Oshii has

described as the work that made him (Oshii 2003), and in which his deeply ingrained anxieties

regarding the collusion of technological, economic and broadly social issues are challengingly

foregrounded;• Ghost in the Shell, a movie now granted a cardinal position in the Olympus of

epoch-making cyberpunk classics alongside seminal titles such as Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner

(1982) and Larry and Andy Wachowski’s The Matrix (1999); and• Jin-Roh: The Wolf Brigade,

the feature that most dispassionately attests to Oshii’s ongoing apprehensions concerning the

ineluctably equivocal nature of notions of loyalty and justice.My discovery of Oshii’s work was

somewhat fortuitous, as research into the background to the Wachowski brothers’ cult movie

The Matrix, undertaken in the course of writing a book on cyberpunk and cyberculture,1

incidentally led me to realize that Ghost in the Shell had not only deeply influenced the

American directors’ project and stylistic preferences but also been instrumental in helping them

get an apparently baffling concept past a slew of doubtful prospective sponsors. Having thus

been prompted to familiarize myself with that seminal instance of animé, I proceeded to

explore the whole of Oshii’s opus. I became incrementally intrigued with the sheer variety of

characters, situations, generic formulae—and corresponding moods and styles—which that

body of work seemed capable of evoking.Increasingly systematic investigation on my part of

the medium of animé, conducted both as a corollary of a general fascination with that art form

and its concurrently cultural and technical distinctiveness and in specific conjunction with my



production of a book on Hayao Miyazaki and Studio Ghibli,2 eventually led me to conceive of a

monograph devoted to Oshii himself.Published materials on the director’s work are scarce, at

least in the West, and this entailed that electronic and archival searches had to be depended

upon quite substantially in the drafting of this study. However, it is thanks to a steadfast

dedication to the experience of watching the films themselves, and indeed engaging in several

repeat viewings with a capacious disposition towards their multiaccentual messages, that the

present book has come into existence and that my interest in Oshii’s cinema may ultimately be

communicated to other readers and spectators.Part OneOSHII’S CINEMA:AN ANALYTICAL

SURVEYThe animated cartoon has made little progress except in America, but the popularity

of Disney films, rivaled in universal appeal only by the films of Chaplin, gives reason to hope

that there will be a world-wide development in the field of animation, each country adapting the

techniques of animation to its own artistic tradition.—Taihei ImamuraEver since the late 19th

century there have been attempts to expose the West to many aspects of Japanese culture

such as theatre, architecture, gardens, the tea ceremony, calligraphy, print arts, and more.

These have had some success but have tended to convey a view of Japan as a refined and

artistic culture—and also as rather formal and even boring. Then animé and manga made their

way across the seas, and many who had tired of the higher arts, or had no interest in them

anyway, discovered Japan in a different light. What was intended as popular entertainment for

domestic consumption became a worldwide phenomenon. Because of animé and manga more

and more non-Japanese are being exposed to a culture with which they have been only

vaguely familiar, and they are starting to ask questions about what they see.—Gilles Poitras, p.

vi1Background: Developments in AniméOver the past few decades, manga and animé* have

ruptured the cultural boundary supposedly dividing East and West, growing into a global

lucrative enterprise and, concurrently, redefining conventional perceptions of Japan. Japanese

animation resolutely eschews the stereotypical Hollywood proposition that animated films are

“kids’ stuff” and assiduously addresses social, political and psychological issues of

considerable gravity. Nevertheless, it could scarcely be denied that the actual number of

animated productions aimed specifically at reflective adults is somewhat limited, and that the

number of movies that deploy animation as a vehicle for philosophical commentary is even

paltrier. The intrinsic nature of animation, as both an art form and a medium requiring the

active involvement of scores of practitioners at virtually all stages of the production process,

would seem to banish any leeway for the formulation of an individual vision or indeed of a

meditation on contemporary society. Approached from this perspective, the duskily speculative

and technically refined films of Mamoru Oshii are of singular significance, insofar as they defy

the torpid formal premises of much traditional Western animation while concomitantly

supplying a highly individual and cogent commentary on the permutations of both individual

and collective identities in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.With the international

success of Ghost in the Shell (Koukaku Kidoutai, 1995) and the enthusiastic reception of its

sequel Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence (Koukaku Kidoutai 2: Inosensu, 2004), culminating with

the latter’s nomination for the Palme D’Or (Cannes 2004), animation director Mamoru Oshii

has established himself as a dexterous builder of concurrently tantalizing and harrowing

universes. The escalating popularity of Oshii’s productions among film critics and historians,

members of the animation industry and the cinema world at large, as well as multigenerational

lay audiences the world over, would seem to provide ample justification for dedicating a

monographic study to this director.Importantly, Oshii’s artistic caliber has increasingly been

attracting global attention and gaining recognition in the guise of legion accolades not

exclusively on the basis of the aforementioned productions—cinematographically ground-



breaking and philosophically pivotal though they indubitably are. In fact, Oshii is also being

incrementally hailed as the versatile creator of stylistically and thematically diverse features,

comprising both animated and live-action movies, as well as TV series and OVAs. Indeed,

Dallos (1983–84) was the first Original Video Animation ever produced and it is hardly an

exaggeration to claim that the history of animé since the 1980s would never have been the

same in the absence of that epoch-making initiative.The arguments proposed in this book

proceed from the tested premise that today few animé viewers (including those who do not

situate “serious” animation at the top of their list of preferences) would deny that Oshii’s cinema

has enterprisingly redefined the parameters of animation by dealing with issues of global

cultural relevance, and by engaging equally confidently with comedy, romance, science fiction,

political critique, surrealist experimentation, crime and horror, thus generating an utterly novel

cinematic synthesis and correspondingly invigorating vision.Oshii’s cinema epitomizes the

sheer breadth and complexity of which contemporary Japanese cinema is capable more

eloquently than that of any other indigenous filmmaker—with the exception, of course, of

Hayao Miyazaki’s. At the same time, it exposes the often limited and even blinkered grasp of

Japanese animation to which Western audiences are generally disposed. Due to the West’s

initially limited exposure to animé, many people have tended to associate this art form

exclusively with tumultuous action, pornography and gore. Hence, numerous videos have

received X ratings merely on the basis of their having originated in Japan, even if the product in

question was no more grisly or sexually graphic a film than My Neighbour Totoro. The reason

behind this rather narrow perception of animé is, quite simply, that a large proportion of titles

originally imported into the West in the early 1980s had male teenagers with a passion for

science fiction, action adventure and horror as their primary targets. As a result, animé has

been stigmatized as the repository of weird plots, explicit sex and gratuitous violence, which

has served to preclude the very plausibility of a thoughtful and stylistically sophisticated

utilization of that medium. Oshii’s accomplishments squarely counter this view, and hence

invite a more commodious approach to animé. It is hoped that the present study will contribute,

however modestly, to furthering this very cause.Although manga are conventionally considered

as the equivalent of Western comic books or graphic novels, they are actually deeply different

from either in both stylistic and thematic terms. Manga represent a significantly more

commanding facet of Japanese culture than comics do in Western milieus, being hailed as an

honorable art form and prominent constituent of popular culture. Japanese manga-ka (manga

writers) write for all age groups and cater for a wide range of interests, which almost

automatically ensures that practically everybody reads them. In assessing manga’s specific

visual style—the result of codes and conventions that differ quite profoundly from those usually

associated with mainstream American cartoons—it is crucial to acknowledge the specificity of

Japanese art and its traditions. As argued in some detail later in this section, what is

noteworthy for the purpose of the present study is Japan’s ubiquitous penchant for stylization.

Ritual masks, Noh theater, Kabuki theater and Bunraku (“puppet”) shows exemplify that trend.

So does Japan’s intrinsically pictographic worldview, encompassing calligraphy and the

constant collusion of image and text, line and meaning, painting and poetry.Animé is intimately

connected with manga not solely because several animé movies are based on plots recounted

and illustrated in manga but also by virtue of their stylistic features. The shooting techniques

used in the animé world are explicitly inspired by the pictorial style peculiar to manga. Indeed,

animé assiduously embraces the comic-strip formula inviting viewers to use their imagination

as a means of nudging or propelling the narrative along. At the same time, the films abound

with tracking shots, long-view establishing shots, pans, uncommon point-of-view camera



angles and extreme close-ups, where Western animation tends to capitalize on an action-

driven middle-distance. Concurrently, as Gilles Poitras points out, “[m]uch of the action in

animé is framed as if it had been filmed with actual cameras … backgrounds are more likely to

be in motion and to change and turn [than in U.S. animation].… Not all animé uses a dynamic

background, but much of it does, along with other cinematic effects such as pan shots, angles,

distance shots, scenes where the focus between the foreground and the background

changes” (Poitras, pp. 57–8).Like live-action cinema and the manga behind it, animé features a

great variety of genres, including science fiction (e.g., mecha—or giant robot—stories, android-

based stories, cyberpunk, war sagas, political epics); fantasy (e.g., stories based on both Asian

and Western traditions, tales of the supernatural, myths and legends); comic fantasies;

superhero or super heroine-based adventures; comedy (ranging from the quasi-lyrical

evocation of fabulous domains to blunt slapstick); romance (tailored for different age groups);

crime; action adventure; historical drama; horror; children’s stories; humanoid animal tales;

stories based on martial arts; stories based on sports and team activities; adaptations of

literary classics; medical dramas; epics; adult dramas (often war stories); erotica; softcore porn;

and hardcore porn.Furthermore, animé’s thematic variety is matched by a no less eclectic

approach to the pictorial and cinematographical dimensions. As Lee Server has observed,

“[w]ispy pastel impressionism, the dense storybook look and anthropomorphism” of the Disney

productions and “slick hyperreality” coexist, in a veritable glut of “cinematic extravagance,” with

“free-floating cameras climbing skyscraper walls or hurtling into space at will, and state-of-the-

art sonics” endowing the movies with “the ability to totally envelop the viewer in their sensory

spells” (Server, p. 87).Animé practitioners often tackle issues deemed off-limits by Western

animators, feeling less constrained than their Hollywood counterparts by the budgetary

imperative to appeal to the widest possible public, especially children. Indeed, animé

productions are not, by and large, aimed exclusively (let alone primarily) at the very young, and

even when they are, they frequently evince a refreshing respect for the ability of budding

audiences to handle complex themes and plots. Furthermore, while animé is undoubtedly a

phenomenon of popular culture, it also, as Susan Napier comments, “clearly builds on previous

high cultural traditions. Not only does the medium show influences from … Japanese traditional

arts … but it also makes use of worldwide artistic tools of twentieth-century cinema and

photography” (Napier, p. 4). Animé’s visual ancestors can be traced back to the Edo period

(1600–1868) and even further back to mediaeval Zen cartoons. No less profoundly influential

have been the themes and imagery prevalent in the Bakumatsu and Meiji periods (1868–

1912), and specifically their keenness on the representation of supernatural occurrences and

tendency to indulge the public’s craving for icons of the bizarre, the grotesque and the

macabre. Furthermore, in spite of animé’s basic definition as a popular cultural phenomenon,

the issues it explores by recourse to characteristically convoluted and multilayered storylines

are often akin to those tackled by the most respected forms of live cinema. Nowhere, arguably,

is this proposition more eloquently corroborated than in Oshii’s output.Animé’s detractors have

tended to focus on three principal stylistic categories in the pursuit of their arguments,

maintaining that (1) animé makes excessive use of static frames that impair the action’s

dynamism; (2) animé’s character designs lack a tangible sense of mass and hence convey an

impression of virtual weightlessness; (3) animé is incapable of communicating a satisfying

feeling of mimetic illusionism and dramatic naturalism. Animé’s promulgators, conversely,

propose that these criticisms hold a modicum of validity only as long as Japanese animation is

assessed by the presumed yardstick of Disney-oriented animation, and that the assumption of

such a referential criterion is itself groundless and misleading. According to these sympathetic



commentators, animé actually constitutes an art form sui generis, seeking to convey alternative

perceptions of dynamism, space and time to those fostered by Western animation and not,

therefore, a mediocre attempt to emulate Hollywood-based approaches to the rendition of

satisfying motion.Within this frame of reference, animé’s predilection for static frames is held to

embody reflective proclivities over and above action-driven drama, and its indifference to the

feeling of mass is seen as a corollary of an aesthetic that posits the line, not sculptural three-

dimensionality, as the most appropriate vehicle for the depiction of movement. As for animé’s

ostensible lack of realism, it may be beneficial to reflect that not many real people move in the

way American animated characters do—i.e., in an overly energetic and flamboyantly

exaggerated fashion—and that animé’s slower sequences, often featuring characters merely

sitting or standing while carrying out a conversation, are, in a sense, truer to life than frisky

hyperactivity.Ultimately, animé’s distinctiveness can only be adequately grasped in the context

of a specifically Japanese approach to storytelling, representation and staging wherein

Western notions of realism and dynamism are simply irrelevant. Stylization plays a pivotal part

in each and every Japanese art form, from landscape gardening to cuisine and the graphic

traditions of the ukiyio-e (woodblock print) and the e-maki (picture scroll), from origami (paper-

folding) and ikebana (the art of flower arrangement) to poetry (especially as exemplified by the

poetic form known as haiku) and theater. The most traditional Japanese performance arts,

such as the aforementioned Kabuki theater and Noh theater, operate primarily on the basis of

highly stylized and intrinsically allusive representational codes rather than of naturalism of the

Western variety for their dramatic and diegetic effects. Concurrently, the flow of the action is

considered secondary to its formal features, as borne out by Kabuki’s emphasis on symbolic

poses which the lead actors hold for an often protracted duration to the audience’s uttermost

glee, and on stylized sword fights that are actually more akin to dance than to action

sequences in the Western sense of the phrase.Animé is heir to this tradition, as evinced by its

prioritization of dramatic postures and gestures, sometimes intensified to comically

melodramatic extremes. At the same time, it abides by conventions which may feel utterly alien

to a Western spectator but are perfectly commonplace for Japanese viewers. For instance, an

indigenous audience would find it quite acceptable for a sequence dramatizing childish

behavior on the part of an adult character to display a grotesquely deformed infantile version of

said character, even though many Western viewers would be baffled by such a visual strategy.

Before dismissing it as preposterous, however, we should remember that Western animation,

too, relies on conventions which could be deemed absurd—such as shots of characters

hanging in mid-air and only plunging into a precipice once they have realized that their feet

have indeed left the cliff.In emphasizing animé’s cultural specificity, it is nonetheless important

not to lose sight of its concurrently international dimension. Firstly, it should be noted that even

though the West’s initial assessment of animé was almost overweeningly derogatory, audience

responses to Japanese animation have been changing quite radically in recent years. As

Michael Arnold has observed, “the animé-to-Hollywood ratio in U.S. cinemas keeps tipping

toward what you might find on a multiplex screen in Tokyo,” with ample evidence for the

“enthusiastic support of viewers of all races and genders” (Arnold). Secondly, it is crucial not to

underestimate the impact of Western conventions on animé’s thematic choices, whereby the

medium has been increasingly delivering hybrid tales in which typically Japanese elements

such as references to local mythology, religion and lore fluidly crisscross with echoes of

Western fairytales, cyberpunk novels and film noir.Thirdly, close attention should be paid to the

role played by the West’s intervention in distribution deals, a number of titles having reached

American and European stores from the early 1990s onwards only thanks to the assistance of



U.S.-based distribution companies such as AnimEigo and Manga Entertainment. The

proposition that animé is not an unproblematic expression of national individuality is confirmed

by the fact that one of the most pivotal moments in its evolution is marked by a close cultural

collaboration between East and West. This consists of the production of the weekly TV series

based upon Osamu Tezuka’s futuristic manga Tetsuwan Atom (Astro Boy), which debuted on

New Year’s Day, 1963. The show, stylistically influenced by Western designs, was eagerly

picked up by the American television industry, and Tezuka subsequently worked on

productions explicitly executed with U.S. distribution priorities in mind. Janguru Taitei (1965,

released in the U.S. as Kimba the White Lion in 1966) was produced in color specifically so

that it would appeal to Western audiences, a domestic release alone being unlikely to have

covered the exorbitant production costs. It was the infusion of dollars into the venture, in other

words, that enabled Kimba to become the first Japanese color TV series. Following Astro Boy’s

phenomenal success, the 1960s witnessed a veritable explosion of TV science-fiction or action-

adventure animé movies. By the 1970s, the range had expanded considerably and studios

were busily churning out mystery dramas, soap operas and Western classics such as Heidi,

Girl of the Alps and The Diary of Anne Frank.1* These two terms are now fully accepted in

English and will not be italicized hereafter.2Oshii’s Creative TrajectoryBorn in Tokyo on 8

August 1951, Mamoru Oshii was already an avid movie consumer while attending primary

school, and hence proceeded to garner an encyclopedic knowledge of world cinema, marked

by a deep fascination with directors as diverse as Andrei Tarkovsky, Chris Marker, Andrzej

Wajda, Jeray Kawalerowicz, Andrej Munk and Ingmar Bergman. At the same time, Oshii’s films

have been increasingly providing influential sources of inspiration for numerous Western

directors, including Stanley Kubrick, James Cameron and Andy and Larry Wachowski. (It is

highly unlikely, incidentally, that The Matrix would have come into existence at all had the

Wachowskis not shown Ghost in the Shell to their potential sponsors so as to allay their

skepticism in the face of the brothers’ daring concept.)Following his involvement in

revolutionary politics in the late 1960s and early 1970s—an activity that resulted in parental

opprobrium and in his eventual alienation from the student movement—Oshii graduated from

the Fine Arts Education School of the Tokyo Liberal Arts University (Gakugei Daigaku) in 1976,

and presently committed himself to sustained experimentation with photography and

cinematography—even though limited finances forced him, for a while, to shoot without

film.Oshii’s first fleeting engagement with animation took place in 1977 with his production of

the storyboards for one episode of the animated series One-Hit Kanta (Ippatsu Kanta-kun).

Oshii obtained his first actual job in the animation industry at Tatsunoko Productions in 1977.

His artistic responsibilities included the creation of storyboards and contributions to the

direction of several animé series. In 1980, he moved to Studio Pierrot, where he worked with

Hisayuki Toriumi on the series Nils’s Mysterious Journey (Nirusu no Fushigi-na Tabi) and met

the artist Yoshitaka Amano (who had also previously worked for Tatsunoko as an animator),

with whom he would embark on challenging collaborations in later years. Oshii soon became

involved in the production of the hugely popular TV series Urusei Yatsura, a romantic sci-fi

comedy based on the manga by Rumiko Takahashi, in a directing role (1981–82). He further

directed the Urusei Yatsura features Only You (Urusei Yatsura: Onri Yuu, 1983) and Beautiful

Dreamer (Urusei Yatsura: Byuutifuru Dorimaa, 1984), where he began to move away

(particularly in the second production) from the TV series’ jocular mood and slapstick

dimension, in the direction of a more serious exploration of the relationship between

appearance and reality.At this stage in his career, Oshii revolutionized the universe of animé by

inventing the concept of OVA (Original Video Animation, also known as OAV, Original Animated



Video). Dallos (1983–84), a space opera revolving around factions of Moon-based colonists

and rebels, was the first production created by Oshii in this format. In late 1984, wishing to

develop an original aesthetic vision that would transcend the boundaries of the Urusei Yatsura

world to which he had hitherto been committed, Oshii set himself up as an independent

director. In this capacity, he created the OVA Angel’s Egg (Tenshi no Tamago, 1985)—a

mesmerizingly surreal parable—in collaboration with Amano.During the execution of Angel’s

Egg, Oshii met producer Toshio Suzuki, a founder of Studio Ghibli alongside Hayao Miyazaki

and Isao Takahata. Suzuki and Studio Ghibli would later abet Oshii in the production of Ghost

in the Shell 2: Innocence (Koukaku Kidoutai 2: Inosensu, 2004). Shortly after the launch of

Angel’s Egg, Oshii encountered Miyazaki himself and the two artists began to work on a movie

provisionally titled Anchor, which Oshii would direct and Miyazaki write. Stylistic and aesthetic

divergences caused the project to be aborted just after the planning stages. (Artistic

disagreements between the two directors survive to this day despite their mutual admiration

and frequently proclaimed respect: Oshii finds Miyazaki excessively idealistic, whereas

Miyazaki believes that Oshii prioritizes philosophy over entertainment.)In 1987, Oshii directed

his first live-action film, The Red Spectacles (Akai Megane). This was the first installment of a

trilogy (which would eventually also include Stray Dog and Talking Head) in which Oshii

supplies dark critiques of despotism and mendacity, interspersed with elements of action

adventure, romance and moving reflections on the relationship between dogs and humans. In

the same year, Oshii also created the OVA episode Twilight Q2: Labyrinth Objects File 538

(Towairato Q2: Meikyuu Bukken File 538), a simple yet subtle dramatization of the

inextricability of the illusory from the actual.As investors and sponsors became less and less

inclined, throughout the 1980s, to work with individual directors and increasingly interested in

studios, the animé team “Headgear” was formed, and Oshii was invited by the screenwriter

Kazunori Itoh to join it in the positions of director and writer. The result was the Patlabor

franchise and attendant elaboration of a complex technopolitical saga comprising several OVA

and TV episodes as well as feature-length movies. Oshii contributed significantly to this project

with the direction of the first Mobile Police Patlabor (Kidou Keisatsu Patoreibaa) OVA series

(1988) and of the two feature-length productions Patlabor 1: The Mobile Police (Kidou Keisatsu

Patoreibaa, 1989) and Patlabor 2: The Movie (Kidou Keisatsu Patoreibaa 2 The Movie, 1993),

as well as the script for a number of TV episodes (1989–90) and for parts of the second OVA

(1990–92). In the “Headgear” phase, Oshii also directed a prequel to the aforementioned live-

action movie The Red Spectacles, namely Stray Dog: Kerberos Panzer Cops (Stray Dog

Keruberosu Jigoku no Banken, 1991), and a further live-action film entitled Talking Head

(1992), centered on the mysterious disappearance of an animation director during the

production of a heavily anticipated release.The turning-point in Oshii’s career was Ghost in the

Shell (Koukaku Kidoutai, 1995), an irrefutably unique interpretation of cyberpunk that

constitutes both a ground-breaking intervention in the developing art of CGI and a narratively

and philosophically enterprising adaptation of Masamune Shirow’s popular manga. The film

was released simultaneously in Japan, the U.S. and Europe, and although its domestic

reception was initially lukewarm, it was immediately successful everywhere else, hitting the top

of the U.S. Billboard Video Chart in 1996. Having gained global recognition, Ghost in the Shell

rapidly rose to the status of a cult movie and was indeed hailed as very possibly the most

seminal sci-fi production of the late twentieth century. (The ethos and aesthetics of cyberpunk

are examined in some detail in Chapter 3.)Oshii’s unrelentingly innovative and thought-

provoking movies have continued to attract both professionals and amateurs the world over, as

demonstrated by the screening of a retrospective of the director’s work at the Rotterdam



International Film Festival (2000), by the projection of the live-action and digital animation

hybrid Avalon (2001) at the Cannes Film Festival in the year of its release and, as noted, by the

selection of Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence (Koukaku Kidoutai 2: Inosensu, 2004) for the

Palme D’Or. Avalon offers a chilling dramatization of the aberrations spawned by the

unchartered virtualization of the real with reference to a lethal VR game and its hapless

players, deftly interweaving throughout the ludic and the uncanny.Innocence, a daunting

reflection on people’s endless quest for the genesis of their identities and memories,

constitutes both a problematization and a compendium of Oshii’s most inveterate technical and

thematic concerns. The cyberpunk component already pivotal to Ghost in the Shell is here

retained but Oshii’s preoccupation with the meaning of humanity and with the plausibility of

love in an exhaustively technologized world reaches utterly novel levels of complexity.

Innocence’s standing as one of the only five animations ever nominated at Cannes eloquently

attests to its international recognition, making it an indisputably momentous phenomenon in

the history of not merely Oshii’s cinema but animé at large.1Oshii has also supplied the

screenplay for Hiroyuki Okiura’s Jin-Roh: The Wolf Brigade (1998)—a superbly animated

rendition of the “Kerberos” universe already brought to the fore by the live-action features The

Red Spectacles and Stray Dog—and the visual concepts for Hiroyuki Kitakubo’s Blood: The

Last Vampire (2000), a lusty horror story set against the backdrop of the Vietnam War, as well

as a pioneering experiment with digital cinematography. Just prior to the release of Innocence,

Oshii’s principal projects included the production of the script for MiniPato (2001), a series of

self-parodying shorts set in the Patlabor universe directed by Kenji Kamiyama; the direction of

a segment of the live-action thriller anthology Killers, namely Killers: .50 Woman (2002). In the

post–Innocence phase, Oshii has engaged in the design of an interactive pavilion for the Japan

Expo 2005, combining state-of-the-art technology with a trenchant ecopolitical statement, and

in the direction of the film Tachigui—The Amazing Lives of the Fast Food Grifters (Tachiguishi

Retsuden, 2006), based on his own novel of the same title.It is Oshii’s unique directing style

that renders his worlds acutely resonant, yet worthy of repeat viewings. This factor exhibits

itself most strikingly when one assesses some of Oshii’s best-known productions to date—e.g.,

Urusei Yatsura Movie 2: Beautiful Dreamer, the two Patlabor features and the Ghost in the

Shell movies—against the animé and manga texts upon which they are based. Thus, while the

original Urusei Yatsura productions tended to capitalize on fast-paced farce, Beautiful Dreamer

is pervaded by a latently ominous—though not uniformly tenebrous—atmosphere. The

Patlabor films are likewise permeated by baleful premonitions. The Ghost in the Shell movies,

finally, marginalize the humorous banter and overall conviviality that characterize Shirow’s

manga (despite the latter’s undeniable engagement with serious philosophical, political and

economic issues) in order to evoke a mood of concurrently intriguing and forbidding ambiguity

reminiscent of Kubrick at his most challenging.3Themes, Imagery and SymbolismIn her essay

“Myths for the Millennium: Japanese Animation,” Antonia Levi maintains thatJapan … never

abandoned its mythology.… This was not necessarily a good thing. The Meiji government

which came to power in 1868 justified the overthrow of the Shogun through the use of ancient

Shinto mythology, and twisted its creation myths to justify an imperialistic, ultra-nationalist

autocracy that terrorized Asia and nearly led to Japan’s destruction in World War Two.… The

misuse of Japan’s creation myths did have one positive aspect, however. It kept alive not only

the myths themselves, but also an understanding of what mythology was. Even at the height of

Japanese ultranationalism in the 1930s and 1940s, Japan never confused mythological truth

with rational truth. Shinto creation myths were taught as fact in the public schools, but

Darwinism was also taught.… [M]anga and animé … resurrect ancient mythologies and use



them to create new myths, myths better suited to the needs and realities of postmodern Japan

and, it would seem, most of the world [Levi, pp. 33–4].Oshii’s films fully corroborate Levi’s

hypotheses insofar as they abound with images and symbols drawn from diverse mythological

traditions—including Shinto, Buddhism, Christianity, ancient Japanese lore and Arthurian

legends—as well as with reconfigurations of such materials in the light of contemporary

exigencies and experiences. Numerous variations on the inseparability of illusion and reality,

virtuality and actuality, facts and dreams are arguably the most insistently recurrent component

of Oshii’s signature. Mythological references contribute crucially to the dramatization of this

dominant idea, as do symbolic incarnations of the director’s existential, psychological and

affective concerns. These include images of feathers, birds, angelic beings and gigantic fish

which are persistently employed as metaphors for spiritual elevation, and images of trees and

plants which, conversely, are meant to convey the sense of a creature’s grievous anchoring to

an earth-bound and deterministic universe.In evaluating Oshii’s use of the dream topos in his

films, it ought to be borne in mind that Japanese cinema dramatizes the oneiric dimension with

almost obsessive regularity, and with dozens of variations on the themes of escape and

haunting. Dreams, accordingly, are used to symbolize alternately an allegorical transcendence

of existential or societal malaise, and an occasional immersion in portentous situations. In both

cases, the experience is posited as temporary (and, ideally, cathartic). In Oshii’s oeuvre, the

oneiric acquires novel resonance since it is presented as a permanent (and by no means

unequivocally enlightening) condition. Nobody can ever be certain, within the parameters of

Oshii’s universes (be they ludic as in Urusei Yatsura, surreal as in Angel’s Egg, politically

engaged as in the Patlabor franchise or metaphysically disposed as in the Ghost in the Shell

productions), that what one perceives as the real world actually obtains in an empirical

sense.A number of mediaeval Japanese legends, such as the collection of tales known as Uji

Shui Monogatari, utilize dreams consistently in ways that are more or less overtly echoed by

Oshii’s film plots. Hayao Kawai proposes that the treatment of oneiric experience in Japanese

folk literature and mythology features three principal recursive elements: “the free

interpenetration of this world and the dream world” (Kawai, H., p. 15); the undertaking of a

journey to “the land of death” (p. 17); and the notion of “multiple realities” (p. 19), which

conceives of the world as many-layered and therefore highly variable, depending on the nature

of the layer inhabited at any one point in time. Oshii’s suspension of the boundary between the

empirical and the hypothetical gains considerable momentum from the portrayal of mutually

permeating dimensions, whereby his characters’ grasp of their spatial and temporal

coordinates becomes painfully tenuous. Accorded absolute prominence in Beautiful Dreamer,

this approach is also employed, in varying degrees, in the “Kerberos,” Patlabor and Ghost in

the Shell movies.Kawai also posits the coalescence of self and others as a key feature of

dream-centered Japanese narratives. This element finds expression in the Japanese language

itself due to its distinctive—and at times baffling—designation of individual and collective

identities: “[t]here are many terms for the first person singular, such as watakushi, boku, ore,

and uchi. The choice depends entirely on the circumstance and the person being addressed. In

this respect it can be said that the Japanese finds ‘I’ solely through the existence of others” (pp.

23–4). However, what we are presented with is not a scenario that utterly negates the

possibility of individual autonomy, since relationality is actually believed to require an active

understanding of one’s inner self. Hence, it only operates adequately when the individual

subject forsakes passivity and endeavors to internalize the principles of respect, honor and

memory through actions.The relationship between the individual and the group is an axial

component of Oshii’s opus. Oshii’s characters typically operate within a group regulated by



particular rules—e.g., the Special Vehicle Division 2, Section 2, in the Patlabor films, the VR

game in Avalon, Section 9 in Ghost in the Shell. This aspect of the director’s work could be

seen as a reflection of a defining component of Japanese tradition and culture, namely their

emphasis on the importance of group affiliation from childhood onwards, and on the related

imperative of loyalty. At the same time, however, Oshii’s take on the notion of the group carries

global, rather than merely regional, relevance insofar as it also constitutes an implicit critique of

postcapitalist dispensations wherein grouping people together by recourse to homogenizing

strategies such as the fashion system and commodity fetishism belies people’s actual

atomization and disconnection. Indeed, Oshii’s protagonists are invariably isolated and solitary

individuals even as they appear to occupy technological networks characterized by rampant

communicational saturation. In order to convey a palpable impression of the individual’s

isolation in contemporary society by cinematographical means, Oshii has developed a

characteristic approach to the issue of eye contact. In an interview with Fluctuat.Net, the

director has elaborated this idea with specific reference to his first epoch-making feature:In

Patlabor … the characters converse but never look at one another. They are never facing one

another but always face the viewer. The characters only communicate to a screen. I have found

this device to express my idea of people’s loneliness. I believe that throughout history,

intersubjective communication has been far too often privileged. We have never explored the

relationship … that may obtain between a human and a dog, or a human and a machine. If

humans do not yet know themselves, it may be because they have always approached the

human person in relation to other human beings. I am concerned with other types of

relationships [Oshii 2002].The tension between the concept of loyalty to a group, on the one

hand, and the notion of subjectivity as coterminous with a state of existential

disconnectedness, on the other, tends to remain unresolved. Moreover, the groupings

portrayed by Oshii are themselves marked by a sense of isolation in virtue of their adoption of

team-specific rules that often come into conflict with the demands and sense of decorum

treasured by the wider social web. For example, Patlabor’s Section 2 are frowned upon by the

general public and the Metropolitan Police alike due to both their personal idiosyncrasies and

to the rather unpalatable nature of their law-enforcing missions.An analogous fate befalls the

Kerberos Panzer Cops in the live-action films The Red Spectacles and Stray Dog: Kerberos

Panzer Cops and in the animation Jin-Roh: The Wolf Brigade. The game players in Avalon, for

their part, are unequivocally ostracized as criminals. At the same time as dramatizing the

ordeals of individuals doomed to a destiny of loneliness even though they belong to a group,

Oshii also portrays the predicament of characters who are repeatedly forced back into

communal structures even as they actually yearn for solitude. Major Kusanagi and Batou of

Section 9 in the Ghost in the Shell features, Ash in Avalon, Captains Nagumo and Gotoh in the

Patlabor movies, Fuse in Jin-Roh, Ash in Avalon and Saya in Blood: The Last Vampire appear

to incarnate this modality in varying degrees. We are thus presented with the double paradox

of isolation-in-commonality and commonality-in-isolation.In order to grasp the cultural import of

these thematic preoccupations, it is vital to remember that in Japanese society, togetherness

plays a key role. The reason for this is, to a certain extent, straightforwardly demographic,

Japan being a country where approximately the equivalent of half the population of the entire

U.S.A is concentrated in the territorial breadth of California, Washington and Oregon alone.

Hence, the very notion of privacy has traditionally carried connotations that are profoundly

different from those it habitually carries in the West, and the feeling that one is never quite

alone has accordingly preserved psychological and emotional dominance for the Japanese.

Traditional architecture corroborates this proposition through its extensive use of partitions



(e.g., sliding doors between rooms or closets—fusuma—and wood or paper screens) that

represent more of a connecting tissue within the household than actual dividers. The

aforementioned predilection for the concept of interpenetrating worlds in Japanese lore and

even contemporary fiction and cinema could be said to mirror this very mentality.Where the

theme of relationships is concerned, Oshii’s representation of love is no doubt one of the most

remarkable (albeit almost undiscernibly so) traits of his entire register. So unobtrusive is his

approach to this theme that many viewers have tended to assume that Oshii simply steers

clear of romantic plots altogether. In fact, the director’s works do deal with love assiduously

and, once the spectator has grown accustomed to his very personal cinematic language, in a

very touching fashion. This is clearly evinced by the awkward and unresolved relationships

involving Captains Nagumo and Gotoh in the Patlabor films, Kei and Fuse in Jin-Roh and, most

enigmatically, Major Kusanagi and Batou in the Ghost in the Shell features. An aura of

melancholy and a pervasive sense of missed or lost opportunities (“all the years we have

wasted,” as the theme song of Innocence, “Follow Me,” puts it) surround the love element at all

times, yet do not render it any less warm or poignant. Oshii’s sentimental plots come across as

elusive because they do not pander to the dictates of either romantic or courtly adoration, to

either erotic titillation or brazen carnality, but celebrate instead the principles of respect and

friendship, as corollaries of both devotion and self-awareness.According to Kawai, Japanese

lore also repeatedly suggests that there is “no distinct demarcation” between “man and

Nature”:Throughout European history, Nature has been a concept which stands in opposition

to culture and civilization, and continues to be objectified by human beings. The word “Nature”

was translated into Japanese as shizen. Prior to this we did not have a concept of Nature.

When we Japanese wish to talk about “Nature,” we use such expressions as sansensomoku,

which literally means “the mountains, rivers, grasses, and trees” … before the encounter with

the West … [shizen] is not even a noun … [but rather] an adverb or adjective … that expresses

a state in which everything flows spontaneously. There is something like an ever-changing flow

in which everything—sky, earth, and man—is contained. Because it is like a continual process,

it can never be grasped spatio-temporally, and strictly speaking, cannot be named [pp. 25–

7].The culturally specific approach to the humanity-Nature dyad posited by Kawai should be

borne in mind when assessing both Oshii’s treatment of ecological issues and his take on the

ceaseless cycles through which identities materialize and dissolve in society and Nature

alike.Already evident in a few Urusei Yatsura episodes, Oshii’s concern with technology’s

impact on the environment acquires incontrovertible centrality in the first Patlabor film, whose

plot unfolds against the backdrop of the rampant urbanization of Tokyo Bay. Throughout the

Patlabor saga, Oshii makes sustained references to environmentalist protests, and Section 2

includes two characters who harbor passionate ecological agendas: Noa, who repeatedly

fights for animal rights, and Hiromi, who tends a small greenhouse and breeds chickens. These

themes are complemented by recurring images of numerous non-human species: dogs, cats,

birds, fish and, in a couple of OVA episodes, even an albino alligator who lives in the sewage

system underneath the Section’s base.Oshii’s preoccupation with the role played by technology

in the shaping of both personal and collective definitions of humanity, sentience and

responsibility is located within a nexus of primarily philosophical and ideological considerations.

Like many science-fiction authors, the director exhibits an ambivalent attitude towards

technology, critically acknowledging its implementations as simultaneously beneficial and

detrimental. He captures this uncertainty in images that at times point unequivocally to the evils

of technology, and at others allude poetically to its mixed blessings. The image of the tank is

particularly prominent as a flagrant icon of bellicosity—for instance, in Beautiful Dreamer,



Angel’s Egg, Patlabor 2, Ghost in the Shell and Avalon. The image of the screen is no less

conspicuous. This manifestation of technology frequently epitomizes the strategies of

manipulation, distortion and semiotic violence relentlessly perpetrated by the media in their

dissemination of adulterated images (this theme is axial to Patlabor 2). Nonetheless, the

screen concurrently carries positive connotations, insofar as it may function as a reminder of

the ubiquitously hallucinatory nature of the world we inhabit at all times, and hence as a

potentially invigorating awakener of otherwise dormant psyches.The images deployed by Oshii

include both literal screens (e.g., television monitors and computer terminals) and metaphorical

ones (e.g., reflective or semi-reflective surfaces such as mirrors, windows, fish tanks and glass

cages). The latter serve to present the characters themselves with quasi-cinematic renditions

of their actions and settings, thereby making them not only the actors but also the spectators in

the lusterless spectacle of their daily experiences. At the same time, these symbolic screens

repeatedly double, split and indeed dismember, in a psychological sense, the characters’

identities, eroding any consolatory sense of wholeness to which they may strive to hold on. It

should also be noted, however, that Oshii’s reservations about technological advancement

does not prevent him from indulging with a refreshingly childlike gusto in the meticulous

representation of military hardware, surveillance mechanisms and intricate cybernetic

equipment.To the theme of technological abuse Oshii often allies that of terrorism. Hoba in the

first Patlabor feature, Tsuge in the second, the Puppet Master in Ghost in the Shell and Kim in

Innocence are all, in varying degrees, portrayed as terrorists intent on undoing the

sociopolitical fabric by recourse to cybertechnology and to the raw urban chaos to which its

reckless deployment is capable of leading. Blood: The Last Vampire also alludes to terrorism,

despite its generic affiliation with the classic vampire tale, since the squad of U.S. special

agents sent to Japan to vanquish the blood-suckers tend to regard their enemies as political

traitors hell-bent on preventing troops from being conveyed to Vietnam. While anarchic

tendencies are undoubtedly one of the defining traits of Oshii’s terrorists, it is noteworthy that

analogous proclivities may also be detected in characters putatively committed to the

maintenance of law and order. Captain Gotoh from the Patlabor films, in particular, repeatedly

urges his colleagues not to worry excessively about rules, and Section 2 itself is something of

a world-within-a-world governed by its own rather idiosyncratic code.Animals are pivotal to

Oshii’s symbolic repertoire. Dogs are repeatedly brought into play as unprejudiced witnesses,

capable of observing human behavior with impartiality and candor. This topos reaches a

crowning achievement in Innocence, where the dog is a genuinely pivotal character and the

world is perceived largely through his eyes. In the interview with Fluctuat.Net referred to earlier,

the director has commented thus on his fascination with dogs: “[the dog] is the greatest

mystery in my view. If I could fathom this mystery, I might direct an actual movie about dogs.

But since the answers I have are only partial, I am satisfied with inserting dogs in my films in

supporting roles. Thus far, films that deal with dogs have merely humanized them, which is not

a proper way of doing them justice” (Oshii 2002). At a broader level, Oshii’s tendency to allot

key roles to animals (and indeed to other non-human or only partially human species such as

dolls and cyborgs) attests to his deep aversion to anthropocentrism as an arrogant, conceited,

and ultimately quite fallacious creed that barely assuages human beings’ deep-seated

uncertainties and doubts.Other recurrent images and styles that have come to be regarded as

Oshii’s trademarks include characters’ reflections on watery surfaces—generally employed to

allude to moments of introspection; desaturated (i.e., nearly black and white) palettes in the

depiction of spaces of strife and peril; and crushed perspectives as means of evoking a stifling

atmosphere. An important aspect of Oshii’s architectural imagery resides with his emphasis on



ruins. Pondering the metaphorical implications of cinematic images of crumbled buildings and

even whole conurbations, it could be argued that such images evoke a Gothic fascination with

decay which substantiates William H. Fox Talbot’s comments concerning “the camera’s special

aptitude for recording ‘the injuries of time’”—and specifically, as Susan Sontag has observed,

the ineluctable destiny of “buildings and monuments” (Sontag, p. 69).Oshii’s take on the

themes of devastation and degeneration also corroborates Jonathan Jones’s account of major

historical shifts in the perception of wreckage: “[i]n the eighteenth century, ruins were objects of

contemplation, reverie and sober enjoyment. They were an opportunity to reflect on the

passing of empires and the vanity of human effort. Yet in an age abandoning its religion, they

were also reassuring images of what survives, what remains of us.… [A]rtists took delight in

ruins. They drugged on decay” and were acutely drawn by “the broken sensuality of the past.”

In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, by contrast, ruins carry substantially different

connotations due to the very means by which they tend to come about: “there’s a difference

between a ruin that is the product of slow centuries, the richly rotting fruit of time, and a

building whose ruin takes place in a moment: the difference between dying of old age and

murder” (Jones, pp. 12–13). What Oshii’s movies emphasize is not merely the illuminating

potential of people’s confrontation with dilapidated structures but also the iconic significance of

ruins as tenacious mementos of the human propensity for both ideologically triggered and

utterly gratuitous destructiveness.No less noteworthy is the director’s assiduous deployment of

themes and imagery associated with cyberpunk, a cultural movement that found inception in

the mid-1980s (primarily through the writings of William Gibson and Bruce Sterling) and still

signals a drastic shift from older science fictional modalities. In cyberpunk, the shiny hardness

of metal, of sturdy and imposing machinery and of industrial technology at large (hardware)

favored by traditional sci-fi cinema and literature gives way to the murky softness of junk-

infested urban settings and of often undependable post-industrial technology (software).

Furthermore, if in the 1960s and 1970s fantastic texts mainly tended to depict squeaky-clean

and decontaminated worlds in which human minds were controlled by machines, in the 1980s

and 1990s the emphasis falls on the eternal night of the apocalyptic megalopolis wherein

abjection and monstrosity are written on the body. Indeed, cyberpunk offers insistent

intimations of the greater and greater confluence of machines and bodies (largely due to the

increasingly miniaturized dimensions of cybernetic apparatuses), whereby the human

organism is both physiologically and psychologically reconfigured by invasive forms of

biotechnology.In this respect, Oshii’s cinema subtly documents the transition from pre-

cyberpunk science fiction to full-fledged cyberpunk: in the Patlabor movies, technology

complements and augments the human body in an essentially prosthetic manner, remaining

palpably separate from the flesh itself in the guise of an exoskeleton; in the Ghost in the Shell

films, conversely, technology increasingly infiltrates the characters’ living tissues to the point

that ascertaining their humanity becomes well-nigh impossible. A variation on the latter

modality is supplied in Avalon, where a ludic configuration of cybertechnology penetrates the

sensorium in its entirety, and the travelers in hyperreality may become so utterly engulfed in the

technological simulation as to be unable to return to the so-called real world. Technologies

initially intended to guarantee incremental degrees of both affective and material returns

actually end up transforming their users into non-returners.
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Ghost in the Matrix, “The writing is comprehensive, even if a bit dense.. If there's any director

who deserves his own biography its Mamoru Oshii. A lot of directors make their mark by having

a visual style, but Oshii seems to be one of the few that actually has his own language. A fact

that stood out in sharp relief when I watched "Innocence." There is a distinctive voice to his

work that will probably become more accepted and understood by future generations. In the

meantime, this handy book, "Cinema of Mamoru Oshii" is a comprehensive probe behind the

symbolic language that underscores all of Oshii's films. A perfect example of how well this book

disects Oshii's cinematic language is the description of how the characters in his films rarely

make eye contact. They are frequently facing away from each other. This was overtly done in

the end of Innocence when Motoko's body is facing in the same direction as Batou, but actual

eye contact is still avoided as Batou's placement is a few feet past Motoko's. It was almost as if

Oshii was saying, "this is as close as these two will get." An interview excerpt in this book

confirmed that this design of placement was to exude a sense of lonliness in the characters --

an attribute that shows also in the way Oshii directs the dialog of his characters.The chapters

are conviently segregated by film, and so you journey through Oshii's body of work in

chronological order. This allows the reader to pick up on symbolic patterns that migrate from

film to film, while also seeing how Oshii's seems to broaden his understanding of his own voice

with each film.The downside to this book is that language is, at times, pretentious as it tries too

hard to be academic. The author writes in the same voice as all books on "high-art", using

expensive jargon that might alienate those readers who are looking for something of a more

casual read. Not that this book needed to be "dumbed down" but that the same intelligble

assesments could have been done in a writing style that is more accessible. Having said that, I

understand why the author chose to write in this tone as her objective seems to be placing

Oshii's work in the eye of Western Academians who would otherwise not take the anime style

seriously.I think this is a definite buy for those who fans of Oshii's work and want to receive a

critical perspective that wouldn't otherwise be found on the web.”

The book by Dani Cavallaro has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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